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A pair of photogates is employed as a high frequency demodulation pixel for three dimensional time-of-flight image sensor.
Using a I92x I 08 array of the pixels, demodulation contrast above 50% is achieved at 20MHz frequency and the test chip
exhibits distance en·or less than I% up to 7 m detection of the object. Modulation frequency dependent behavior of dark current is observed: dark cunent is reduced as the photogate modulation frequency increases. One possible interpretation is
quenching of interface traps tmder the photogate by caniers from the bridging diffusion especially at reduced temperattu·e.

Significant research effmts have been made to realize
all-solid-state three dimensional (3D) image sensor. One
approach is to use the time-of-flight (ToF) method in
which the distance is measured by the phase delay of
reflected light. The phase delay is extracted by demodulation of the continuously modulated optical power after
reflection from the object.[l-3]
Demodulation performance at high modulation frequency (j) is a prerequisite for small-distance error (DE)
measured over large distance range. In addition, large
signal-to-noise ratio is essential to reduce DE from the
modulated invisible infrared (IR) light i.ITa.diation. A pixel
design employing the classic 5T photogate stmcture [4]
satisfies such requirements. We repmt a. 3D ranging image sensor using a pixel with photoga.te structure with
bridging diffusion (BD) and con·ela.ted double-sampling
(CDS). We observe that suppression of dark cmTent occurs as modulation frequency of photogate increases.
Figure 1 shows the schematic pixel stiucture of the demodulation pixel, comprised of photogate pair
(PGA/P~). Each half, in classic single-poly 5T photogate
style [4], has a. BD, transfer-gate (TG), FD, and reset gate

(RG), as well as its own output source-follower and select n·ansistor. This allows full CDS for readout since the
signal can be integrated under the photogate and BD even
dming modulation. In addition, BD helps charge transfer
from photodiode to FD.
The feasibility of the demodulation operation of the pixel is checked by 3D technology computer aided design
simulation, in consideration of pixel geometly, doping
profile, and bias condition. Figw·e 2 shows the calculated
cross-sectional potential profile of our pixel, where 3.0
and 0.0 V bias' are applied to PGA and P~, respectively.
It is clearly shown that distinctive depletion volume under each PG is generated. This indicates that ow· pixel
can work as a ToF demodulator effectively.
A test chip was fabricated using a 0.13 !!Ill CMOS image sensor process. Photodiode is fonned on a lightly
doped p -type epitaxial layer, grown on a highly doped psubsn·ate. A conventional p - and n- doping profile usually
adopted in modem CMOS image sensor is employed.
The 192x 108 ana.y of the pixels, along with decoder and
drivers for rows/colunms as well as for CDS comprise the
chip, as shown in the die photo Fig.3. For signal
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Fig.! Schematic cross-section of a. pixel composed
with photogates PGA/P~ and accompanying BD, T~
FD, R~ source follower and selection n·ansistor
(SEL).

Fig.2 Calculated cross-sectional potential profile
of the pixel, accompanying pair of PG, TG, BD,
RG, and FD. PGs in left- and right- hand are at
bias of 0.0 and 3.0 V, respectively. The BD is
located between PG and TG, and FD is located
between TG and RG.
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Fig.3 Photo of a ToF 3D image sensor chip
composed of 192x108 anay of pixels along with
decoder and drivers for rows/columns as well as
for CDS, and input/output pins.
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processing, CDS and readout circuitaty similar to those in
Ref[ 4] is adopted.
Functionality and petformance of our chip as a demodulator are characterized with an 850 run LED operated as a
square-wave-modulated light source. The image is obtained with rolling-shutter timing with the analog signal
digitized by an off-chip 12-bit ADC. Both LED and photogates toggle with periodicity T (T=1/f ) which is much
shmt er than the integration time. Dw·ing integration, biases to PGA and P~ are modulated out-of-phase (T/2 or
180° phase difference) from each other. After integration,
reset level and signal level are readout in the standard
way. The resulting signals are denoted as sigo and sig,so,
respectively. The phases of the modulation gates are then
T/4 or 90° adjusted and a second integration is perfmmed
to obtain sig90 and sig270 as a result. In this study, a pseudo-single tap operation was used to eliminate any minor
difference of the left-and-right hand side, so that a third
and fowih integrations with T/2 and 3T/4 modulation
shift of photogates are required to obtain sig180 and sig21o·
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Fig.4 Extracted distance and distance etTor
measured betv.•een 1 and 7 m distance with 20
MHz demodulation frequency and 10 msec integration. The F number was 1.2, and LED illuminance was kept as 400 mW over the whole
measurement.

sonable quantum efficiency, and signal-to-noise ratio. It
is noted that DE increases as real distance increases. This
can be attributed to the increasing contribution of noise
and background signal as the reflected optical power becomes reduced at far distance.

( I)

where c is the speed of light.

Dark cwTent can degrade demodulation perfonnance
[2,3,5]. For a pixel employing a photogate, interface traps
are likely as a dark-cwTent sow·ce due to the unpillll!ed
nature of the photogate structure. On this regard, dark
cwTent was examined more carefully. For various modulation frequencies, dark signal is obtained in temperature range betv.re.e n 30 and 80°C for various integration
time. Dark cun·ent is obtained from the slope of dark offset vs. integration time cwv es.

Figure 4 shows dependence of extracted R using Eq.( 1)
and distance en·or on real distance measured under the
same LED power inadiation. Good linearity betv.•een real
distance and measured distance up to 7 m is confumed.
Distance etTor is less than 1% up to 7 m distance. Such
noticeable perfonnance is possible due to relatively high
demodulation contrast, more than 50% at 20MHz, rea-

Figure 5 shows Ahnenius relation, dependence of dark
cwTent on the inverse temperatw·e, whose slope, Ea, can
be interpreted as "average" energy over a spectnun of
interface traps and exhibits characteristic thennal activation process contributing to dark cun·ent: In general, Ea of
1.12 eV cotTesponds to bulk-diffusion-limited dark emrent. Interface-trap-limited case exhibits reduced val-

The distance R is detetmined from these four signals
with following equation:

c · tan _1( sig0 - sig 180 )
R =-4rrf
sig 90 - sig 270
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Fig.5 Ahrrenius relation from temperature dependence of dark current. obtained for various
demodulation frequency. Dark current is obtained from the slope of dark offset vs. integration time curve. Dark cwTent is suppressed as
photogate modulation fi:equency increases below
50°C, above which the effect of dark clUl·ent
suppression becomes smaller.

ue.( 6]
It is noted that Fig. 5 ex.ibits two distinctive temperature
ranges, in which the magnitude of dark current and thermal activation energy (Ea) shows different dependence on
demodulation frequency. Below 50°C, dark current is
suppressed at higher modulation frequencies. On the other hand, this suppression effect becomes reduced or invet1ed as temperature increases above 50°C.
Dependence of Ea on modulation frequency for the two
temperature ranges is collected in Fig. 6. At low temperature range, Ea increases from 0.58 eV at 1 MHz to 0.82
eV at 20 MHz. Increase of Ea with increasing frequency
suggests that fewer traps in the bandgap participate. A
likely source of dark current is from traps tmder PG During one half of the modulation period T/2, electrons can
flow from the bridging diffusion to tmder the photogate
fomung a quenching layer of electrons that occupy traps
but do not pin the interface potential. At higher frequencies, the deeper traps do not have enough time to enl.it the
captured charge carriers during the second half of the
modulation period and their contribution to dark current
is effectively quenched. On the other hand, Ea significantly increases as 0.95 eV at 1 MHz. and 1.06 eV at 20 MHz,
respectively. This indicates that contribution from the
intetface trap becomes smaller due to the enough thermal
energy, especially when the modulation period becomes
elongated, or modulation frequencie becomes smaller at
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Fig.6 Frequency dependence of thermal activation energy, from the Ahrrenius relation between
dark current and inverse temperature in Fig.5.
The activation enenergies are obtained from low
temperature range between 30 and 50°C, and
high temperature range between 50 and 65°C,
respectively. En-or-bar is obtained from the linear fitting procedure.

higher temperature.
The demodulation performance of our pixel is reflected
in the measured 3D images, as shown in Fig.7. To obtain
a 3D image, four consecutive 2D images, conespondi:ng
to sig0 , sig90, sig180, and sig210 , were measured (pseudosingle tap operation) by a custom-built camera which
employs our pixel aiTay. Figtu·e 7 (a) shows 2D linage of
a statue at 1 m distance from the camera, obtained from
sig0 . Figure 7 (b) shows 3D image, after image signal
processing using Eq.( l). It is visible that Fig.7 (b) resolves exact distance information. which is in agreement
with the result in Fig. 4; For a statue located at 1 m distance. depth information with a few em resolution could
be resolved. Thus, it is interpreted that our pixel suffices
requirement for 3D ilnager with enough distance resolution.
In sunnnaty, photogate pixel for 3D ToF demodulation
sensor is successfully demonstrated. The major 3D as
well as 2D performance parallleters of the pixel show
reasonable values for acquisition of 3D as well as 2D
images. Dark current becomes suppressed as modulation
frequency of photogate increases. especially at reduced
temperature range. This effect is interpreted as effective
quenching of charge enl.ission from the interface, e.g. at
BD rutd the undemeath of PG Still, contribution from
other intetfaces caimot be excluded, and detailed study
should be carried out. It is concluded that adoption of

(a)
7m

1m

(b)
Fig.7 Images of various objects located at distance between 1 and 7 m, obtained with the custom built camera under the conditions of modulating LED exposure with 200 mW illuminance
and 10 msec integration time. In (a) a raw 2D
image corresponds to sig0 is shown. In (b), a
fully processed 3D image is shown. Color level
scales with the distance from the camera surface.

photo-gate as a demodulation pixel can be a competitibe
choice for fabrication of 3D ToF image sensor. More
tuned pixel structure along with advanced noise reduction
algorithm, employment of low noise read circuit will
facilitate more promising 3D imaging solution.
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